REPEL Natural is a line of insect repellents that are safe for use around children and pets. The formulas, made with natural active ingredients, have been tested to ensure they are effective against mosquitoes and other flying insects.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING. Point spray nozzle away from face. Hold container 5-10 ft away from shrubs, bushes, and grassy areas. Spray contents into the air with a slow, sweeping motion at the rate of 1-3 seconds per cubic yard of space while moving away from the treated area. To reduce annoyance from these pests, treat open porches and patios in a similar manner. Allow fog to drift over area. Give special attention to breeding areas such as garbage cans and compost piles. Spray only when the air is still. Allow spray to dissipate before occupying the treated area. Repeat as necessary.

DO NOT DIRECTLY SPRAY PLANTS OR SHRUBS AS INJURY TO FOLIAGE MAY RESULT.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Storage: Store in a cool, dry place out of reach of children. Container Disposal: Do not puncture or incinerate. If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partially filled: Call your local waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

CAUTION: Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum or using the toilet.

First Aid

If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 6 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

Have the product container with you when calling a Poison Control Center or doctor or going for treatment.

Physical or Chemical Hazards

Contents under pressure. Do not use or store near heat or open flame. Do not puncture or incinerate container. Do not expose to heat or store at temperatures above 120°F.

NOTICE: To the extent consistent with applicable law, buyer assumes all responsibility for safety and use not in accordance with directions.

Questions or Comments? Call 1-888-880-1181 or visit our website at www.repel.com

WPC Brands, Inc. represents that this product is a minimum risk pest control product and qualifies for exemption from EPA registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).

Manufactured for WPC Brands, Inc. (DBA AAGC), Brimington, MO 63044-3406

FPO UPC 0 11423 94115 3

KILLS MOSQUITOES & FLIES

SAFE FOR USE AROUND CHILDREN & PETS

*Contains Lemongrass Oil, A Natural, Plant-Based Insecticide

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION: See back for additional precautionary statements.

Net Wt 14 oz (396 g) 305-10002